
GuardianLink.io announces exclusive NFT collection of Asia’s first metaverse

wedding on Beyondlife.club marketplace

First Indian Couple To Host Their Wedding Reception In Metaverse to beat pandemic restrictions

The wedding will be hosted in a Harry Potter-themed metaverse

One of the invitation NFT which was sold for $10, is now being traded at $4,450 which is almost at

400x.

National, February 03, 2022: With the rapid movement towards the Metaverse and Web 3.0, Dinesh

Kshatriya and his fiance Janaganandhini Ramaswamy decided to step into the metaverse trend. While

2021 was a year of NFTs, Asia is all set to witness its first wedding reception in Metaverse as the

couple host their Hogwarts-themed virtual wedding on February 6, 2022. Following the one of its

kind wedding, GuardianLink.io, a leading NFT Ecosystem Technology Framework, launched the

first-ever metaverse wedding NFT collection exclusively on Beyondlife.Club today. Sponsored by the

crypto trading platform, coinswitch.co, the NFT collection will be an artwork featuring backgrounds

and attires from the Harry Potter and cyberpunk era - in addition to the classic wedding attire

featuring the bride, groom, and bride's late father.

As a tribute to one of the harbingers of the concept of the metaverse, and driven by the rapidly

growing Web 3.0 community, BeyondLife.Club has created an NFT, themed around the movie - The

Matrix, in the Indian language showcasing the names of the bride and the groom. This exclusive NFT

collection comprises 12 NFTs out of which 11 unique (ERC 721) NFTs are of the bride and groom’s

virtual avatars, projected in traditional as well as western attire with and without the bride's late

father and 1 NFT of the wedding invitation (ERC 1155) consisting of 50 copies.

The NFT featuring the virtual avatars of the bride and the groom, was purchased and resold within

nanoseconds of the drop. 50 copies of the same were sold at $10 each, and one of them was re-sold

for $100 within a second on GuardianLink.io’s secondary marketplace. Also, one of the invitations

which was sold for $10, is now being traded at $4,450 which is almost at 400x.

Talking about this one-of-its-kind wedding, Ramkumar Subramaniam, Co-Founder & CEO,

GuardianLink.io said, “GuardianLink.io has been working on blockchain technology for the past few

years and this wedding concept is just the beginning of a new arena in the fast-growing world of NFTs

and Metaverse. This NFT launch is a testament to our commitment towards working on best in class

technology to  make our audience a part of this transformational era”.

The groom, Danish Kshatriyan commented, “I feel so proud and blessed that I have seen and taken

advantage of many great opportunities in this world before millions of people have seen them. It is

the beginning of something big through this metaverse wedding”.

The NFT has been garnering a lot of attention and acceptance from the Web 3.0 community, a

testament to how the community is growing and loves the events happening within the community.

We understand that it is the acceptance from the virtual community - which is driving in the crowd.

https://marketplace.beyondlife.club/explore/category/b6D9XykwtLOyNJRO
http://coinswitch.co


GuardianLink is glad to have powered this first-ever community-driven NFT and shall be launching

many similar NFTs in the future.

The NFT collection is developed and will be monitored by GuardianLink.io’s Anti-RIP NFT technology.

The technology prevents the NFT from being copied - thereby, protecting the rights of its owner

which is currently a challenge in the NFT landscape. Having a strong presence in India with over 350

Blockchain Technologists/ crypto avengers for NFT, DeFi, Gaming, and Metaverse technologies,

GuardianLink aims to expand its brand by adding new joint venture marketplaces. The technology

brand is currently supporting 45+ NFT marketplaces globally. GuardianLink.io’s marketplace

platform, BeyondLife.Club has previously launched two of the greatest NFT drops so far - India’s

biggest celebrity Amitabh Bachchan’s exclusive NFT collection and comic legend Stan Lee’s exclusive

NFT collection ‘Chakra The Invincible ’.

ABOUT GUARDIANLINK.IO & BEYONDLIFE.CLUB

GuardianLink.io is a pioneer and innovator of NFT Technologies with its roots embedded in the

Blockchain world since 2016. It is the inventor of Anti.Rip and Wallet.Cipher technologies for the NFT

world have developed one of the first frameworks of Legitimacy protocol for the NFT ecosystem.

GuardianLink.io’s deep base of over 350+ product avengers and NFTartists provide global execution

capabilities for deploying NFT Auction platform and Exchange Framework. With global brands and

exchanges running on the GuardianLink.io platform it has a proven track record of scalability,

accessibility, and extensibility. Powered by GuardianLink.io - BeyondLife.Club is responsible for

launching one of the largest auctions in Southeast Asia. GuardianLink.io was founded and established

in Singapore, India, and Japan. For more information about our technology and platform, please visit

us at guardianlink.io and beyondlife.club.


